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COMMUNITY SURVEY RESULTS
SUMMARY #2
Participants were asked to explore potential project tradeoffs by identifying their priorities in
the set of questions below. A tradeoff is loosely defined as any situation where making one
investment choice could mean losing or diminishing other benefits or opportunities. The
results show that people were evenly distributed to both ends of the continuum indicating that
overall Colorado Springs residents may be divided in terms of where they place their priorities.
For example, the first question asks: would you rather use funding now for small projects to
address current needs OR would you rather wait to accumulate amounts of funding to pursue
larger projects in the future. 51% of survey respondents would rather use funding now, whereas
37% prefer to wait for more funding, and 11% are neutral or no preference.

SIZE OF PROJECT
Use funding now for small project
to address current needs (51%)

WHERE WE TRAVEL

Would you rather…
Neutral (11%)

If we had the same amount of money to spend…

Make it easier to travel within
Colorado Springs (61%)

Neutral (5%)

HOW WE TRAVEL

What do you prefer for your daily travel…

Faster vehicle trips to reach
destinations (41%)

WHERE WE INVEST

Neutral (13%)

Make regional travel along the
I-25 corridor easier (34%)

Fewer miles travel to reach
destinations (45%)

If we had the same amount of money to spend…

Spend transportation invest evenly
throughout the City (33%)

Neutral (7%)

LOCAL PRIORITIES:

If we had the same amount of money to spend…

Take better care of the existing
transportation system (47%)

Wait to accumulate larger amounts of funding to
pursue larger projects in the future (37%)

Neutral (7%)

Focus investments where need for access
to transportation is greatest (60%)

Expand the transportation system with
new facilities and services (46%)
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ConnectCOS strives to identify transportation and mobility improvements based on six major goal
areas: safe, equitable, sustainable, efficiently reliable, accessible, and connected. Participants
were asked to rank the goals of the ConnectCOS Goal Framework and answer a series of questions
regarding each of the six goal areas to help guide decision making and analysis for ConnectCOS.

WHICH OF THE SIX GOAL AREAS DO YOU THINK ARE MOST IMPORTANT?
1

AVERAGE RANK

2
2.1

2.46
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Safe

Equitable

2.56

2.59
2.7

Sustainable

Efficiently
Reliable

Accessible

3

Connected

4

AVERAGE RANK: the average ranking of each goal when ranked in the top four.

Of the six goal areas, safety and accessibility were ranked as top four goals by most participants.
While equity was less often included in respondents top four goals, when included it ranked on par
with all other goals except for safety, which consistently rated highest.
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The goal specific questions that follow highlight a common interest in improving the
overall environment and experience for user’s of active transportation modes such as
walking and biking, as well as for people living with disabilities and transit riders.
Which 3 strategies do you feel would best promote safety?
Pedestrian lighting and lighted bus
stops where appropriate
Develop education programs to encourage
compliance with tra˜c laws
Create safe roadway crossings for
pedestrians and bicyclists
Change intersection layout and/or signal timing to
reduce conficts between vehicles or between modes
Invest in new technologies that may improve
safety through data collection and automation
Prioritize projects across that encourage
walking and bicycling for short trips
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Which 2 strategies do you feel would best promote equitability?
Balance the function of public rights of way to
increase the travel choices available to all
residents and visitors, and to complement
adjacent land uses and neighborhoods.
Prioritize sidewalks, trails, and bicycle facilities
to areas/destinations in the City that provide
residents with essential services (schools,
healthcare, groceries)
Provide enhanced transit services to key
community destinations to encourage people to
use transit instead of personal vehicles
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Which 3 strategies do you feel would promote sustainability?
Create opportunities to spur development by
investing in enhanced transit options like
light-rail or bus rapid transit
Create opportunities to spur development by
constructing new roadways or reconstructing
existing roadways
Improve tree cover and green
space along roadways
Increase access to parks and open space
from existing roadways
Prioritize multimodal access to critical
services such as hospitals, grocery stores,
and educational institutions
Prioritize multimodal access to higher
density development
Support opportunities to live, work and play
within close proximity to each other,
especially along public transit corridors
Invest in more transportation infrastructure
and programming resources in historically
vulnerable communities.
Invest and install more electric vehicle
charging stations
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Which 3 strategies do you feel would best promote reliability?
Widen roads to add vehicle lanes, even if it
means eliminating medians or purchasing
new land adjacent to a roadway
Construct more overpasses and
underpasses at priority intersections
Invest in more shared mobility options,
such as expanding PikeRide or providing
shared scooter options
Improve tra˜c signal timing along corridors
Invest in enhancing the transit system so travel
times are more competitive with vehicles
Invest in new technologies that further
advance emerging electric, connected, and
autonomous vehicle technologies
Prioritize travel choices, such as taking
public transit, walking, or bicycling, making
them more convenient and e˜cient
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Which 3 strategies do you feel would best promote accessibility?
Reconstruct sidewalks or ramps to
improve ADA compliance
Invest in more ADA accessible transit options
Invest in more or better wayfnding signs
for roads, sidewalks, and trails.
Invest in all-weather bus transfer stations
Prioritize projects that create more physical
separation between di˝erent travel modes
Construct transportation hubs that can
create activity centers and connection
points for various modes of travel
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Which 3 strategies do you feel would best promote connectivity?
Increase the number of roadways that provide
access to key destinations in the City, such as
key shopping areas, key employment areas, or
key community features/destinations
Increase transit and non-vehicle connections
to key destinations in the City, such as key
shopping areas, key employment areas, or
key community features/destinations
Invest in local transit that connects to current
or future regional transit services
Expand current roadways to
accommodate demand that is expected
from future, known developments
Improve specifc roadways throughout the
City to better accommodate truck tra˜c
from current and new developments
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Participants were asked to complete a short set of demographic related questions which indicate
their age, zip code, household income, and travel habits. The results show that participants vary
in age, mostly between the ages of twenty-four and seventy five, as well as location of residence
with more than fifteen unique zip codes represented. Most participants earn above area medium
income (which for the average Colorado Springs household hovers just above $64,000), have a
driver’s license, and drive their vehicle as their preferred mode of travel.
HOW OLD ARE YOU?

150

DO YOU HAVE A DRIVERS LICENSE?
NO

90

YES

60
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TOTAL VOTES
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other
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80910
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80923 15
11
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80921 11

80919

80918

SELECT THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT(S)
THAT BEST DESCRIBES YOUR USE OF
ROADWAYS IN COLORADO SPRINGS:

80904

22 80905

WHAT IS YOUR
ZIPCODE?

33 80906

38
24

0

80903

75

52

80920 27

75+

TOTAL VOTES

120

I drive my
personal vehicle
I ride my bike as a form
of transportation
I ride my bike
for recreation
I take transit

17

32
80917
80909

I use rideshare
services
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$100,000 to $149,999 143

WHAT IS YOUR
HOUSEHOLD
ANNUAL
INCOME?

47 $35,000 to $49,999
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$80,000 to $99,999
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